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If you’ve already made a positive first impression with a 
prospect, then a proposal is a real opportunity for you to 
further increase a prospect’s confidence in your ability to 
become their supplier or delivery partner.

Of course, not all proposals are created equal and each business you work 
with is bound to be unique in some of their characteristics, even if they’re 
qualified in the same way by your business development team.

With that considered, a proposal document can really instill the belief that 
you’re invested in a prospect’s goals, you inherently understand their business, 
and are well equipped to empower their business with the product or service 
that you deliver.



When proposing, the prospect’s current situation is 
everything

First impressions count, and you’ve probably made a reasonable one to 
get to the proposal stage. As a result, it’s crucial that your proposal shows 
that you actively listened to the needs of the prospect. Establishing a strong 
understanding of your relationship should set the right tone for the rest of the 
time you work together. 

This is probably the first time you’ve committed discussions to paper, so there’s 
a number of simple considerations to make in order to propose effectively. 
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Learn from Your Sales Conversations

Do you know the prospect well? 

Have you been talking at length? Do they have a clear set of goals they aim to 
achieve with a budget and a deadline in which to achieve it by? This part of 
your proposal should be formed by all of the preliminary conversations your 
sales team has had with the prospect.

There’s a number of ways of tracking this, and assessing the primary buying 
motivations of your prospect, which should indicate which services you lend 
the most attention to. If you’re interested in the scientific processes you can 
employ to help at the prospecting stage, then we have a separate eBook 
available, titled “How to Influence and Lead Sales Conversations”.

If you’ve been discussing the ins and outs of a project with a prospect for 
at least a few weeks already, then the cost involved at the proposal stage 
should be unlikely to raise any great alarm. However if a proposal follows 
a shorter period of discussion and this isn’t considered a ‘final proposal’ the 
more exploratory nature of this document means that cost is likely to be a high 
swing factor.

In this case, the proposal should demonstrate the value you add, and 
showcase how your method of delivery makes real sense for the future 
client in achieving their ambitions with your support. You can always revise 
and iterate a proposal by raising the right talking points with your prospect. 
There’s no harm in picking up the phone and exploring further ideas before 
committing these to paper.
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The Proposal  

Below, we’ve outlined the typical components of a proposal 
that add clarity and drive value for the prospect. 

Whilst proposals may differ whether you’re creating one for sales, marketing 
or design and development, it would be largely agreed that the areas we’ve 
covered here will all be useful to any prospect wanting to learn more about 
what a business relationship with you looks like.

Executive Summary  

Regardless of whether you’re tying things up with a final proposal document, 
or if this document is more exploratory, an executive summary should always 
be included. In short, this section will cover off all components of your proposal 
in a succinct way. That’s why although it’s positioned towards the beginning of 
the document, it’s best left until the end to consolidate everything that’s been 
written beforehand.

Typically, a good start is to outline the situation at hand, discussing the goals 
and objectives for your prospects, and the pain points they’re currently 
experiencing. Next, it’s worth briefly discussing your intentions for delivery and 
the timings relevant to the project. This should also come with the caveat of 
flexibility on initial deadlines if the proposals and contracts are signed later 
than intended.

The executive summary is the best way for a prospect to skim reading the 
general themes of how you’ll work with them. You’ll probably find that a great 
proportion of prospects will study this section and the costs more thoroughly 
than the rest of the document at first glance. As a result, this summary is 
a great opportunity to set the tone and build that initial confidence. Keep 
your executive summary simple - a clear introduction establishes a clear 
understanding. 
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The People Behind the Project

If you’ve not met all members of a team before, then putting a face to a name 
adds a personable and human quality to your document. In this section, 
introduce each key member of your team so your prospect can confidently 
say they know who they will be working with.

This should include the business owner, the people who handle the delivery of 
the service and the point of contact. A small excerpt about how their expertise 
is relative to the project at hand is useful - it simply gives the prospect the 
confidence that your team knows what they’re talking about and are well 
versed at making projects like these happen. It is advised to avoid adding 
members of your team on a whim to seem like more minds are committed to 
the project than described. It’s much better to highlight the primary delivery 
roles, and suggest what other members of the team will carry out
to assist project delivery. 
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Including appropriate detail on what you will deliver 

According to proposal analytics, prospects tend to skim this 
section and return to it later on. 

Don’t miss out on your chance to really explain how you will deliver your 
services. The main rule you should follow is striking a balance
between not over-promising but also ensuring all areas of requirements are 
covered.

Depending on the type of project you’re looking to undertake, you can include 
necessary objectives and include ‘stretch goals’, which have potential to 
be delivered, but may require some more time or capital than is listed in 
the pricing section. Whilst this is unlikely to be acted on from the outset, it 
illustrates to the prospect that you are keen on a long term relationship, and 
have a good understanding of the direction required to keen driving value for 
them beyond the initial scope of the project.

If there’s anything unclear from the prospect’s side, then it isn’t uncommon for 
basic questions to be posed at the proposal stage - rather than indicate a 
lack of clarity, it shows you are paying attention to the details that have not 
yet been covered. Additionally, if there are elements that must be delivered by 
the prospect in order to meet delivery dates, then they should also be outlined 
here. There should be no concern with posing these questions, rather than 
facing an awkward situation midway through a project.
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Pricing and Timescales

For the majority of businesses, pricing can be a
dealbreaker, and many prospects will head to your
pricing section straight away. 

However, our advice is always to cost based upon the value you’re adding to a 
business, rather than being involved in a ‘race to the
bottom’. 

Proposing for work at a basement price only suggests that you will encounter 
problems with the time or budget available for delivering a project to its 
maximum potential once it kicks off. This means it’s likely that a project would 
then therefore be either, late, shoddy, or be delivered at a greater expense to 
your team.

Any company serious about gaining true value from a service knows that 
cheapest is rarely ever best. It’s ok to be more expensive than a competitor 
if you can drive significantly more value for them. Your job at this stage is to 
prove it by catering to their needs and demonstrating what form this value will 
take, based on your deliverables.

This sounds simple, but you should always ensure that your pricing provides 
adequate breathing room for you to make money from the project - it’s 
incredible how many businesses can effectively find themselves working for 
free if unexpected factors come into play.

If your project allows for a little flexibility, ensure you have outlined how that 
impacts the timing of other deliverables of the project. If your project is a ‘fixed 
cost’ project, then you should also make sure that you establish clear lines of 
what is in scope and what sits outside of scope. Again, if the project is a real 
success, you’ll be the first option for delivering further work for the client. They 
will also keep working with you if you’re always the best fit, deliver well and 
are transparent about your methods, timescales and costs.
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Case Studies

Include detailed case studies that focus on the value that your services/
product brought to other businesses. Ideally, you want to choose businesses 
that are similar to your current prospect. This will add credibility, which is 
possibly one of the most crucial components of your proposal. 

Relevance

Trying to copy and paste your old proposal for your new prospect is a surefire 
way to lose out. We encourage creating a template for your documents, but 
make sure that all of the content in your proposal is put into relevant context 
and tailored to your specific prospect and their needs, goals and pain points.

Prospects can easily see the difference between a generic proposal and 
one that has been tailor made for an intended recipient. When it comes to 
the likelihood of kicking off with that initial invoice, there’s only one winner. 
From your executive summary to the very end of your proposal, the prospect 
should feel like the proposal was designed specifically for them, and wasn’t a 
burdensome document that was hurried out so get a deal over the line. 
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Tying It All Together

Once you’ve completed the proposal, ensure your document speaks to your 
prospect in terms of transforming pain points into competitive advantages.

Leave complex terminology away from these documents wherever possible, 
and opt for simple language that gives a decision maker a clear grip on who 
you are, why you’re qualified, what you’ll deliver and when you’ll do it.

The Legal Part

It’s worth laying out your terms front and centre, to avoid a complicated 
situation where a deal potentially falls through. Transparency from the outset 
is always a positive move. Depending on how you craft your proposals, you 
might save this for a separate contract document that is appended to the 
proposal.

This can often ensure that your buyer has the details available to them, but 
can choose to focus on the deliverables of the proposal, and choose to look at 
the terms a little later on. 
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Conclusion

In order to write great proposals, it is important to consider what the aim of 
the document is for. Ultimately, you want to win a new project and sign a deal, 
so the proposal should reflect all of the hard work your team has already 
undertaken to find, nurture and understand the needs of the prospect.

A great proposal puts these needs into consideration and explains the value 
the buyer will gain from working directly with you. A strong proposal will also 
lay the foundation for the relationship, explaining deliverables, costs and 
timescales in plain English. If all of these elements exist within your proposal, 
then you can expect more positive conversations and more deals closed.

If you want to know more about how we can support the Proposal process 
within your sales cycle, get in touch with us today.
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